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RE: WOMEN IN ELECTRONICS WELCOMES DON AKERY TO THE WE ADVISORY COUNCIL

WALDOM ELECTRONICS, INC., Rockford, IL (www.waldom.com) - is proud to be a supporter and sponsor of Women in Electronics, a non-profit, 501(c)(3) social impact organization dedicated to expanding the opportunities for women and diverse talent in the electronics industry and related end-user markets.

Our support and diverse workforce throughout Waldom’s global and regional footprint is reflective of our Core Values of CARING for the electronics’ industry community and colleagues. Waldom is proud to have Karen Collins, Director of Global Purchasing, as a member of this outstanding organization along with Waldom’s new Global CEO, Don Akery joining the WE Advisory Council.

“*I am excited and honored to join the Women in Electronics Advisory Council. Waldom Electronics’ recent sponsorship of WE is driven by the value we are seeing WE add to our industry and its members. The organization is taking a key role in professionally and personally developing leaders within our industry. Waldom and I look forward to being a part of the continued success of WE!*” said Don Akery.

About Women In Electronics
Women in Electronics (WE) was founded in 2017 by a group of electronics industry professionals to offer a sense of community, develop together, and unite with their colleagues to advance results in gender parity in the Electronics Industry and related End User Markets. WE is focused on four organizational goals: empower, advocate, develop and celebrate, providing leadership growth and development, mentorship, networking, thought leadership events, and resources. Women in Electronics is supported by leading industry organizations and reaches the community through events and local chapters throughout the US, Mexico, and Europe, with plans to reach a broader global community. To learn more about Women in Electronics, visit www.womeninelectronics.com.

*WE is a 501c3 social impact organization dedicated to opening the opportunities for women in the Electronics Industry and related End User Markets. They ensure inclusivity for anyone who would like to be a part of their mission.*

About Waldom Electronics
For over 75 years, Waldom Electronics has been “The Distributor’s Distributor”, a Master Distributor of electronic and electrical components, selling exclusively to a global network of over 2,500 Distributors, never to OEMs or end-users. Waldom offers both manufacturers and distributors a wide variety of supply chain solutions while stocking over 250,000 unique part numbers from over 40 industry leading manufacturers, competitively priced at reduced Minimum Order Quantities (MOQs) available for immediate shipment. Learn more: www.waldom.com!